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*Does not apply to mathematicians with specialties in Cantorian set theory who should immediately ask for a copy of my very long disclaimer.



Science is one of the greatest areas of
computation

Amazon
huge, really disruptive, impact

what we are about



Team

The Research & Technical Computing team is a global 
group of scientists and specialists from Amazon Web 
Services. 

We’re responsible for making the sure the cloud continually 
innovates in ways that benefit the global community of 
researchers from whom we draw our inspiration.

Our aim is to bring the revolutionary benefits of agility and 
extreme scale to this community so we can all keep making 
the discoveries that will change the world and impact the 
lives of everyone on our planet.

We have team members from physics, astronomy, 
aeronautical engineering, and genomics and all have 
extensive experience in research and high performance 
computing. We even have a rocket scientist.



Disrupting science, wherever it’s happening.



“… the online book and decorative pillow seller Amazon.com 
swooped in and, in 2006, launched its own computer rental system—
the future Amazon Web Services. The once-fledgling service has 
since turned cloud computing into a mainstream phenomenon …”

Source: Bloomberg Business - April 22, 2015

$7B retail business
10,000 employees

A whole lot of 
servers

2006 2016

We deploy the 
equivalent of a 

top500
supercomputer 

every day.



AWS Region 
Availability Zone 

regions are sovereign your data never 
leaves 



Peak: 58K cores

Valley: 12K cores



Map of scientific collaboration between researchers - Olivier H. Beauchesne - http://bit.ly/e9ekP2 

Science means Collaboration



More time spent computing the data than moving the data.





“Within 2 hours of the Ecuador test project going 
live with a first set of 1,300 images, each photo 
had been checked at least 20 times. “It was one 
of the fastest responses I’ve seen,” says Brooke 
Simmons, an astronomer at the University of 
California, San Diego, who leads the image 
processing. Steven Reece, who heads the 
Oxford team’s machine-learning effort, says that 
results — a “heat map” of damage with possible 
road blockages — were ready in another two 
hours.”

ESA, Planet Labs, Copernicus data from ESA’s Sentinels & Zooniverse’s network of citizen scientists

The first live public test for an effort dubbed the Planetary Response Network (PRN)





Cray Supercomputer





Cray Supercomputer



Beowulf Cluster
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Collective	action

When	everyone	comes	
together	in	the	cloud	to	
share	the	resource,	and	
only	pays	for	what	they	
use,	the	efficiency	is	
huge.



Spot Market
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Spot Market

Our ultimate space 
filler.

Spot Instances allow you 
to name your own price 
for spare AWS EC2 
computing capacity. 

Great for workloads that 
aren’t time sensitive, and 
especially popular in 
research (hint: it’s really 
cheap).



Spot Bid Advisor

The Spot Bid Advisor 
analyzes Spot price history 
to help you determine a bid 
price that suits your needs.

You should weigh your 
application’s tolerance for 
interruption and your cost 
saving goals when selecting 
a Spot instance and bid 
price. 

The lower your frequency of 
being outbid, the longer 
your Spot instances are 
likely to run without 
interruption.

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/bid-advisor/

Bid Price & Savings

Your bid price affects your 
ranking when it comes to 
acquiring resources in the 
SPOT market, and is the 
maximum price you will pay.

But frequently you’ll pay a 
lot less.



https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/spot/bid-advisor/

Spot Bid Advisor

As usual with AWS, 
anything you can do with 
the web console, you can 
do with an API or command 
line.

bash-3.2$ python get_spot_duration.py \
--region us-east-1 \
--product-description 'Linux/UNIX' \
--bids c3.large:0.05,c3.xlarge:0.105,c3.2xlarge:0.21,c3.4xlarge:0.42,c3.8xlarge:0.84 

Duration        Instance Type   Availability Zone
168.0   c3.8xlarge      us-east-1a
168.0   c3.8xlarge      us-east-1d
168.0   c3.8xlarge      us-east-1e
168.0   c3.4xlarge      us-east-1b
168.0   c3.4xlarge      us-east-1d
168.0   c3.4xlarge      us-east-1e
168.0   c3.xlarge       us-east-1d
168.0   c3.xlarge       us-east-1e
168.0   c3.large        us-east-1b
168.0   c3.large        us-east-1d
168.0   c3.large        us-east-1e
168.0   c3.2xlarge      us-east-1b
168.0   c3.2xlarge      us-east-1e
117.7   c3.large        us-east-1a
36.1    c3.2xlarge      us-east-1d
34.5    c3.4xlarge      us-east-1a
23.0    c3.xlarge       us-east-1b
21.9    c3.2xlarge      us-east-1a
17.3    c3.8xlarge      us-east-1b
0.1     c3.xlarge       us-east-1a



Cost Control & Budgeting



CHILES will produce the first HI deep field, to be carried out with the VLA in B 
array and covering a redshift range from z=0 to z=0.45. The field is centered 
at the COSMOS field. It will produce neutral hydrogen images of at least 300 
galaxies spread over the entire redshift range.

The team at ICRAR in Australia have been able to implement the entire 
processing pipeline in the cloud for around $2,000 per month by exploiting the 
SPOT market, which means the $1.75M they otherwise needed to spend on 
an HPC cluster can be spent on way cooler things that impact their research 
… like astronomers.



The CHILES project astronomers have detected radio emissions from 
hydrogen in a galaxy more than 5 billion light years away, shattering the 
previous record by almost twice. This has important implications for our 
understanding of how galaxies have evolved over time.

The team at ICRAR in Western Australia estimates that the amount of 
compute capacity required to shift and crunch this data would have made this 
work infeasible.

By using AWS, they were able to quickly and cheaply build their new 
pipelines, and then scale them as massive amounts of data arrived from their 
instruments.



9600 Strips (~80TB) to be delivered to GSFC

~1600 strips (~20TB) at GSFC

Area Of Interest (AOI) for Sub-Saharan Arid and Semi-arid Africa





Peak: 58K cores

Valley: 12K cores



Wall clock time: ~1 hour Wall clock time: ~1 week

Cost: the same



When you only pay for what you use …

• If you’re only able to use your compute, say, 30% 
of the time, you only pay for that time.

1 Pocket the savings
• Buy chocolate
• Buy a spectrometer
• Hire a scientist.

2 Go faster
• Use 3x the cores to 

run your jobs at 3x 
the speed.

3Go Large
• Do 3x the science, 

or consume 3x the 
data.

… you have options.
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not

http://blog.csiro.au/wtf-is-that-how-were-trawling-the-universe-for-the-unknown/

WTF’s cloud-based backend is hosted on 
Amazon Web Services servers, where the 
researchers are able to access software for 
data reduction, calibration and viewing right 
from their desktop. The team is currently 
issuing a challenge using data peppered 
with “EMU (Easter) Eggs” – objects that 
might pose a challenge to data mining 
algorithms.

This way they hope to train the system to 
recognise things that systematically depart 
from known categories of astronomical 
objects, to help better prepare for 
unanticipated discoveries that would 
otherwise remain hidden.

(Widefield ouTlier Finder)



EC2

http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/

There’s a couple dozen 
EC2 compute instance 
types alone, each of 
which is optimized for 
different things.

One size does not fit 
all.



C4
Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3, custom built for AWS.

Intel Haswell, 16 FLOPS/tick

2.9 GHz, turbo to 3.5 GHz

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/c4-instances.html

Feature Specification

Processor Number E5-2666 v3

Intel® Smart Cache 25 MiB

Instruction Set 64-bit

Instruction Set Extensions AVX 2.0

Lithography 22 nm

Processor Base Frequency 2.9 GHz

Max All Core Turbo Frequency 3.2 GHz

Max Turbo Frequency 3.5 GHz (available on c4.2xLarge)

Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0

Intel® vPro Technology Yes

Intel® Hyper-Threading Technology Yes

Intel® Virtualization Technology (VT-x) Yes

Intel® Virtualization Technology for Directed 

I/O (VT-d)

Yes

Intel® VT-x with Extended Page Tables (EPT) Yes

Intel® 64 Yes



Console



API

Java
Python
Ruby
PHP
Shell
…

… and in most popular languages.

http://boto.readthedocs.org/en/latest/

Almost anything you can do in the GUI, you can do on the command line or via our API



Cray Supercomputer



Beowulf Cluster



A top500 supercomputer … 2013-style



cfnCluster - provision an HPC cluster in minutes

#cfncluster
https://github.com/awslabs/cfncluster

cfncluster is a sample code framework that deploys and maintains clusters on AWS. It is reasonably 
agnostic to what the cluster is for and can easily be extended to support different frameworks. The 
CLI is stateless, everything is done using CloudFormation or resources within AWS.

10 minutes

http://boofla.io/u/cfnCluster – (Boof’s HOWTO slides)



§ 750+ popular scientific applications

AWS Marketplace   

immediately

Introducing Alces Flight - self-scaling HPC clusters instantly ready to compute, billed by the hour and using 
the AWS Spot market by default to achieve supercomputing for ~1c per core per hour.

http://boofla.io/u/alcesFlight



All the traditional command-line tools will be familiar, but you can also create an Alces “session” and 
immediately launch a desktop view of your cluster to run graphical apps.

Command Line (ssh) Graphical Console



There are cluster filesystem options, too– for when you need extreme I/O scaling.




